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Antiferromagnetic domains in YBa2Cu3O61x probed by Gd31 ESR
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The anisotropy of the static homogeneous magnetic spin susceptibility of the antiferromagnetic CuO2 bilay-
ers and the crystal-field parameters are measured in Gd-doped YBa2Cu3O61x ~small x! single crystals using
Gd31 ESR at 9, 75, 150, and 225 GHz. We show that the easy magnetization direction is along@100# and that
there is a magnetostriction leading to an orthorhombic lattice distortion. We observe an antiferromagnetic
domain structure corresponding to the two equivalent orthorhombic distortions of the tetragonal lattice which
depends on magnetic fields of the order of 1 T. The domain structure is unchanged between 10 and 150 K and
is independent of thermal and magnetic history. We discuss two models:~i! charged domain walls,~ii !
magnetization pinned to a small number of defective oxygen-rich Cu~1! layers.@S0163-1829~99!01702-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The nearly stoichiometric perovskite, YBa2Cu3O61x with
small values ofx, is one of the best studied1–4 antiferromag-
netic~AF! parent compounds of superconductors. Forx50 it
is an insulator with a half-filled band in which Coulom
interactions localize magnetic moments on the square la
of Cu atoms of the CuO2 bilayers. Superexchange antiferr
magnetically couples neighboring Cu atomsvia the O atoms
with an exchange energy ofJ5120 meV.5 It is a model sys-
tem for a quasi-two-dimensional antiferromagnet since m
netic coupling between neighboring bilayers is weak.

There is a large body of work on the magnetic structure
is known that the AF magnetization lies in the~001! plane,4

therefore the crystal structure cannot be strictly tetrago
The direction of the easy magnetization has not been de
mined and there has been no direct evidence for the coup
of the magnetization to the lattice.

Several authors have used the electron spin reson
~ESR! of Gd31 to probe magnetic spin susceptibility an
crystal fields of the CuO2 bilayers of Gd:YBa2Cu3O61x .
Gd31 is an S57/2 magnetic ion which substitutes for no
magnetic Y31 in-between the CuO2 planes. It interacts only
weakly with the antiferromagnetic layers and may be
garded as a nonperturbative probe. The Gd31 fine structure
was observed in Gd:YBa2Cu3O61x by Causaet al.6 and
single crystals were studied by Shaltielet al.7 The tetragonal
crystal-field parameters were determined with precision
oriented powders.8,9 The magnetic-spin susceptibility o
Gd:YBa2Cu3O61x oriented powders with various values ofx
determined from the shift of the Gd31 ESR at high magnetic
fields10 agrees well with89Y NMR shift measurements.11

In this paper we present Gd31 ESR data in a broad rang
of magnetic fields on high quality Gd:YBa2Cu3O61x antifer-
romagnetic single crystals with small values ofx. We mea-
sure the homogeneous static spin susceptibility along
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~2!/1176~9!/$15.00
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principal axes of the antiferromagnetic bilayers. We find th
magnetostriction distorts the tetragonal symmetry of
crystal. There are no Cu~1!-O chains in the bulk of our
samples and the distortion is not related to the structu
orthorhombic distortion which occurs at higher oxygen co
centrations. We observe a magnetic-field-dependent ant
romagnetic domain structure. At zero field, sublattice m
netization (Ms) and distortion are along@100# and the crystal
consists of two types of domains with the@100# direction
rotated byp/2. Applied magnetic fields of the order of 1
strongly modify the domain structure. The main effect of t
field is to rotateMs from parallel to perpendicular to th
field. The domain structure is independent of magnetic
thermal history and does not change in the temperature ra
of 10 to 150 K.

We discuss mechanisms which could lead to a hystere
free magnetic-field-dependent domain structure. One po
bility is that domain walls are pinned to sheets of mob
holes localized in the bilayers and created by a small, unc
trolled concentration of oxygen in the Cu~1! planes. An en-
tirely different possibility is that magnetic domains are d
termined by a small number of defective~a,b! planes and
extend along thec direction.

II. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

We have studied the Gd31 ESR of three single crystals o
Gd0.01Y0.99Ba2Cu3O61x . Most features of the ESR spectr
were the same for the three crystals and the same susc
bilities, crystal-field parameters and orthorhombic distorti
were found. Two crystals were well-defined platelets w
about 1 mm31 mm surface and 0.1 mm thickness alongc
and these showed the same Gd31 ESR spectra under identi
cal conditions, i.e., for the same magnetic fields and temp
tures.

The two principal~a,b! plane axes were interchangeab
1176 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRB 59 1177ANTIFERROMAGNETIC DOMAINS IN YBa2Cu3O61x . . .
in these crystals, i.e., the same spectra were recorded a
rotation of the magnetic field by 90 degrees in the~a,b!
plane. @We denote by ‘‘principal axes in the~a,b! plane’’
the two directions fixed to the crystal which above the N´el
temperature correspond to equivalent@100# and @010# direc-
tions.at and@110# t denote the@100# and@110# directions of
the tetragonal lattice, respectively. In the antiferromagn
state there is a distribution of distortions and at zero m
netic field, a directionat points along one of the inequivalen
@100# and @010# directions depending on the local doma
orientation The principal axes of the distortion may be d
ferent from that ofMs for magnetic fields tilted from a prin
cipal axis into an arbitrary direction.# All data presented in
this paper correspond to these two crystals. The third cry
was smaller and was less regular and the domain struc
was not the same for magnetic fields along the two princ
axes of the crystal in the~a,b! plane.

The nominal 1% Gd concentration agrees with the E
linewidth which arises from Gd-Gd dipole interactions.8 The
oxygen concentrationx is not known and is probably a few
% and is certainly not more than 15%. The as-grown sin
crystals were reduced at 800 °C in a dynamic vacuum for
h which normally reduces the oxygen content of the Cu~1!
plane to a few %. The Gd31 ESR spectrum, itself a sensitiv
indicator of oxygen doping, was consistent with a low co
centration of oxygen. Forx.0.15 the variation of crysta
fields of Gd31 sites with different numbers of Cu~1!-O chain
neighbors splits each component of the Gd31 fine structure
into well-defined lines.12 No trace of oxygen chains has bee
detected in the ESR spectra of the present crystals.

The ESR spectra were recorded at the frequencies o
75, 150, and 225 GHz with corresponding central transit
Gd31 resonance fields of about 0.3, 2.7, 5.4, and 8.1 T.
spectrometer functions and data collecting are computer
trolled. At 9 GHz a conventional JEOL spectrometer w
used and the sample was placed in a cavity and the deriva
of absorption was detected. The high-frequency spectrom
has a quartz stabilized Gunn diode source at 75 GHz wh
is followed by a frequency doubler or a tripler for high
frequencies. At high frequencies the sample is placed on
copper foil with a small amount of grease and is in heliu
exchange gas. In this setup a mixture of an absorption a
dispersion line is detected. We mixed a phase adjusted b
ing wave into the mm wave reflected from the sample to
approximately an absorption line. Resonance positions
each component of the spectra were determined from a fi
a mixture of Lorentzian absorption and dispersion lines
the experimental spectra. In the fit the position, width a
amplitude are free parameters for each line while the ratio
absorption to dispersion is a single fitting parameter for a
spectrum.

III. HAMILTONIAN FOR EXCHANGE INTERACTIONS
AND CRYSTAL FIELDS AT THE Gd 31 SITES

The Zeeman energy is described by the usual effec
spin Hamiltonian:

HZ5mBS•Gdg•H, ~1!

whereS is the effectiveS57/2 spin for Gd31, Gdg is theg
tensor, andH the applied external field. For magnetic field
r a
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along the~u,w! polar angle directions withu andw measured
from thec anda axes, respectively:

g~u,w!5~ga
2sin2u cos2w1gb

2sin2u sin2w1gc
2cos2u!1/2.

~2!

For 1% concentration, Gd-Gd interactions are negligible
most of the Gd31 ions.13 The exchange interaction of Gd31

paramagnetic moments with the antiferromagnetic~AF! lat-
tice shifts the resonance field. The shift is proportional to
homogeneous (q50) susceptibility tensor of the bilayersx :

Hex5
GdgmB

GdAS•x•H, ~3!

where GdA is a coupling constant proportional to the e
change interaction energy between Gd31 and the AF bilay-
ers. For simplicity in Eq.~3! we neglected the anisotropy o
Gdg and GdA although these may influence the spectru
measurably. We are not concerned in this paper by s
lifetime effects which broaden the lines at high temperatur
At zero external magnetic field both exchange and dipo
fields of the antiferromagnetic lattice cancel to zero at the
site of the orthorhombic lattice.

Only an ‘‘effective’’ g tensor can be deduced from Eq.~3!
since ESR shifts due to the spin susceptibility and theg
anisotropy are not separable. Most of the shift from the fr
electron value is isotropic, in a cubic environment Gd31 ions
have a characteristicg factor of 1.99 which is attributed14 to
a 1% configurational mixing of theP7/2 state toS7/2. We
estimate that theg anisotropy of our system produced by th
spin-orbit coupling is negligible in the~a,b! plane, less than
0.0001, since as we show the orthorhombic distortion is v
small, b2

2/b2
050.038. We assign the observed ‘‘effective’’g

anisotropy in the~a,b! plane entirely to the anisotropy of th
antiferromagnetic susceptibility which is expected to
large. In the~a,c! plane the anisotropies described by Eq
~2! and ~3! cannot be separated using physical argument

Shifts are defined asK52(H res2H0)/H0 where H res
is the resonance field of the crystal andH05v/g is a refer-
ence field with g52pg0mB /h. We used BDPA ~a,g-
bisdiphenyline-b-phenylallyl! as a reference material. We a
sumed BDPAg52.003 59 and quote relative shifts wit
respect tog051.9901 to be consistent with former work10 on
Gd:YBa2Cu3O61x . We have tested that the resonance fie
of BDPA is temperature independent by measuring it
gether with dilute MnO/MgO~with a linewidth of 0.1 mT!.
The value ofg0 has an uncertainty of 0.001 as it depends
the precision ofBDPAg.

For tetragonal symmetry the crystal-field Hamiltonian

H tetra51/3b2
0O2

011/60b4
0O4

011/60b4
4O4

411/1260b6
0O6

0

11/1260b6
4O6

4. ~4!

Here b2
0,b4

0,b4
4,b6

0,b6
4 are empirical crystal-field parameter

The O2
0,O4

0,O4
4,O6

0,O6
4 spin operator equivalents are tab

lated, e.g., in Refs. 14, 15. Twofold symmetric terms add
to H tetra take into account the orthorhombic distortion along
principal axis:

Hortho51/3b2
2O2

211/60b4
2O4

211/1260b6
2O6

211/1260b6
6O6

6.
~5!
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All observed ESR spectra were well described by taking i
account only the (1/3)b2

2O2
2 term in Eq.~5! and we neglected

higher-order distortions. (1/3)b2
2O2

2 in Eq. ~5! is replaced by

Hortho51/3b2
2@cos~2a! 1

2 ~S1
2 1S2

2 !

2 i sin ~2a! 1
2 ~S1

2 2S2
2 !#, ~6!

when the principal axis of the orthorhombic distortion is i
clined by an anglea from the @100# direction of the undis-
torted tetragonal crystal. For an arbitrary orientation of
magnetic field,~u,w!, the direction of the distortion,a does
not necessarily coincide with the direction ofMs .

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Magnetic field normal to the CuO2 planes,H ic

The simplest spectra are obtained with the magnetic fi
oriented alongc ~Fig. 1!, i.e., with polar angleu50. At 75
GHz and higher frequencies the crystal field is small co
pared to the Zeeman splitting and seven allowed fi
structure lines of theS57/2 Gd31 ions are observed. At low
temperatures and high magnetic fields the higher energy
man levels have strongly reduced populations and the in

FIG. 1. Gd31 ESR spectrum at 225 GHz and 25 K o
Gd:YBa2Cu3O61x for a magnetic field oriented alongc. Lines 1–7
are the fine-structure lines, St denotes the BDPA standard.
o

e
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-
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sities of the corresponding transitions are small. The li
width of all seven transitions is about 2 mT at 25 K showi
that the quality of the crystals is very good. Strains or defe
would broaden the lines through crystal-field effects, es
cially at the ends of the spectrum. A disorder in the antif
romagnetic structure would reduce the symmetry at the
sites and would broaden all lines by an equal amount.

Table I lists the parameters obtained from a large num
of spectra with various field orientations and magnitud
The tetragonal crystal-field parameters determined in
study agree well with the parameters measured9 on oriented
powders at 9 and 35 GHz. ForHic an orthorhombic distor-
tion in the~a,b! plane affects the ESR spectrum only in hig
orders ofb2

2/H and a crystal-field Hamiltonian with tetrago
nal symmetryH tetra describes all fine structure line position
at all frequencies. The crystal-field parameters are o
slightly dependent on temperature.

B. Dependence on magnetic field in the„at ,c… plane

For magnetic fields tilted from the normal of the~a,b!
plane the spectra are split by an inhomogeneity of the m
netic susceptibility and crystal fields. The splitting of the fi
structure in the (at ,c) plane ~w50 and arbitraryu! has a
simple interpretation. The interpretation of spectra at ar
trary angles,w, discussed in Secs. IV C and IV D is mor
difficult.

The variation of the ESR spectrum measured at vari
frequencies with the magnetic field alongat (u5p/2) is
shown in Fig. 2. Two series of fine-structure lines are clea
distinguished. One series is a set of seven sharp lines and
an increasing intensity with increasing field. The lines of t
other series are broader and decrease in intensity with
creasing field. Forp/2.u.0 one also observes a narrow
and broader series but with relative intensities depending
the component of the magnetic field alongat only ~Fig. 3!.
For low magnetic fields the intensity ratio tends to 1 wh
for high magnetic fields only one set of narrow lines is o
served. The relative intensity of the broader componen
5.4 T is about 0.01 and at 8.1 T the broader component
not observed anymore.

We assign the two series of fine-structure lines to antif
romagnetic domains.Ms lies closely along the@100# easy
direction in domains which differ in their orientation wit
respect to the applied magnetic field.Ms has for both types
TABLE I. Crystal-field parameters of Gd:YBa2Cu3O61x .

b2
0 ~MHz! b2

2 ~MHz! b4
0 ~MHz! b4

4 ~MHz! b6
0 ~MHz! b6

4 ~MHz!

25 K 2126567 4869 219263 817690 0.160.6 21066
75, 150, 225 GHz
77 K 2127661 4863 2190.760.5 83365 160.5 21065
9, 75, 150, 225 GHz
100 K 2129066 43631 219162 81567 0.360.7 2966
75, 225 GHz
150 K 2132269 40610 219164 810613 1.260.7 21667
75, 150, 225 GHz
77 Ka 21270 NA 2185.5 790 1.5 210
9.07 GHz

aReference 9; oriented powder of Gd0.001Y0.999Ba2Cu3O6.06.
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PRB 59 1179ANTIFERROMAGNETIC DOMAINS IN YBa2Cu3O61x . . .
of domains an angular distribution around the@100# direction
and this broadens the ESR lines. The series of sharper
corresponds to domains for which the magnetic field is p
pendicular toMs . The broader lines of the second seri
correspond to domains for which the component of the m
netic field alongat is approximately parallel toMs .

FIG. 2. Gd:YBa2Cu3O61x ESR spectra at 25 K for magneti
field alongat , a principle axis in the~a,b! plane.~a! 9 GHz, ~b! 75
GHz, ~c! 150 GHz. Arrows indicate lines from antiferromagne
domains with applied field along the easy magnetization direct
@100#. These are broader and also smaller in intensity than the
marked lines from domains with magnetic field along@010#. At 9
GHz the staggered magnetization of domains is parallel or per
dicular to the field with comparable probability. At 150 GHz nea
all of the staggered magnetization is perpendicular to the app
field. At 9 GHz forbidden transitions complicate the spectrum
low 0.35 T.

FIG. 3. Lower squares: normalized intensity ratio,I i /(I'1I i),
higher squares:I' /(I'1I i) of the fine-structure lines correspond
ing, respectively, to domains with staggered magnetization par
and perpendicular to the component of the field in the~a,b! plane.
Lower and higher squares are not independent experimental
but illustrate that perpendicular domains grow at the expens
parallel ones.
es
r-

-

The measured magnetic susceptibilities and crystal-fi
parameters fully support this assignment. A single set
crystal-field parameters, including the orthorhombic dist
tion ~Table I!, and an anisotropic magnetic susceptibili
~Table II! describe the resonance field values of both se
in the (at ,c) plane (w50) for various polar angles,u, and
resonance frequencies. The orthorhombic distortionb2

2 is the
same for the two types of domains but since the magn
field has a different orientation, the magnetic susceptibilit
are different. To verify this, theg factor and the magnitude
of the distortionb2

2 were determined for a large number
spectra recorded at various field orientations and frequenc
We assumed that although the distribution broadens
lines, the peak positions~i.e., the zero crossing of the deriva
tive line! correspond to parallel or perpendicular domain
The exact orientation of the crystal with respect to the m
netic field was determined from the ESR spectra. The ac
racy of the determination of the orientation was furth
checked by the Gd-Gd first- and second-neighbor dipo
spectra at low temperatures.13 Results for the two crystals ar
the same.

C. Low magnetic fields in the„a,b… plane, H'c

Low magnetic fields perturb the domain structure re
tively little. A comparison of spectra at 9 GHz with magnet
field alongat ~w50 andp/2! and along@110# t ~w5p/4 and
2p/4! shows unambiguously that the distortion is alo
@100# and not along, say,@110# @Figs. 2~a! and Fig. 4#. The
two series of lines in Fig. 2~a! correspond to domains with
magnetic field along the@100# and @010# directions, respec-
tively. The orthorhombic distortion along@100# splits the
resonance fields of the two types of domains. Only one se
of narrow lines is observed for a low magnetic field along t
diagonal and this is the best proof for an easy magnetiza
direction along@100#. It shows that in spite of the distortion
the @110# and @11̄0# directions are equivalent.

The angular dependence of three fine-structure lines
GHz is shown in Fig. 5.~The other lines are at lower field
where the spectra are complicated9!. The solid curves are
calculated using the tetragonal crystal-field parameters de
mined at higher frequencies~Table I! and a single ortho-
rhombic parameter,b2

2548 MHz, to describe the distortion
along @100#. For the calculation we assumed thatMs is not
rotated with the magnetic field, however, we implicitly a
sumed that domain walls are displaced since the relative
tensity of the two series changes. We neglected the distr
tion in the orientation of the distortion which, however, w
observed in the spectra. Domains with the magnetic fi
along @010# have narrower lines~peak to peak linewidth,
DHpp52.3 mT!, thus a narrower distribution than domain
with fields along@100# (DHpp52.6 mT). For intermediate
directions the resonance field is more sensitive to variati
of the distortion and lines are broader.

D. Magnetic fields in other directions

We have attempted to analyze some spectra for high m
netic fields with 0,w,p/2 but have not performed a sys
tematic study for arbitrary magnetic-field directions. In ge
eral two fine-structure series are distinguished. One serie
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TABLE II. g factors, relative shifts of Gd:YBa2Cu3O61x .

ga

aK
~ppm! gb

bK
~ppm! gc

cK
~ppm!

25 K 1.9924 1200 1.988 21 2950 1.98712 21500
60.0002 6100 60.000 05 625 60.000 05 625

100 K 1.9921 1000 1.988 28 2910 1.987 10 21510
60.0002 6100 60.000 06 630 60.000 07 635

150 K 1.9920 1000 1.988 27 2920 1.986 95 21580
60.0002 6100 60.000 06 630 60.000 06 630
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usually well defined, its susceptibility shows that it corr
sponds to domains withMs perpendicular to the applie
field. The distortion for this series depends onw. A second,
ill-defined broader component is also observed. This co
sponds to domains which are rotated in the~a,b! plane to
directions which are intermediate between@100# and the di-
rection perpendicular to the applied field. The peak of t
component, i.e., the center of the distribution is not at
position expected for a domain remaining along a@100# di-
rection. The intensity of the broad component decreases
slowly with increasing field. Contrary to the case ofw50,
for w5p/4 and u5p/2 some fine-structure lines of th
broader component were observed even at 8.1 T.

E. Temperature dependence

Little temperature dependence has been observed bet
10 and 150 K. Below 10 K the Gd31 spin-lattice-relaxation
time becomes long and saturation effects distort the
shapes. No temperature dependence of the magnetic su
tibility is observed and the largest tetragonal crystal-field
rameterb2

0 changes by a few % between 25 and 150
~Table I!. At temperatures above 100 K a homogeneo
broadening is observed which is the same for all lines. T
domain structure remains well visible even at 150 K w
about the same ratio for the intensities of the two ser
Above 150 K the signal intensity was too small for meanin
ful measurements.

FIG. 4. Proof that the orthorhombic distortion is along@100#.
Gd:YBa2Cu3O61x ESR spectrum at 25 K and 9 GHz with magne
field in the @110# t direction. In contrast to Fig. 2~a! the fine-
structure lines are not split, showing that the@110# and@11̄0# direc-
tions are equivalent.
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F. Reproducibility and reversibility of the domain structure

The spectra of two crystals are strictly reproducible. S
eral runs have been made and the spectra were always
pendent of thermal and magnetic history. We present th
experiments to demonstrate the stability of the domain str
ture at a given magnetic field.

The first example, Fig. 6~a!, shows reversibility after a
sweep to high magnetic fields. The same spectra were
corded at magnetic fields around 2.7 T in theat direction
before and after sweeping the field to 8 T. The broader fi
structure series, i.e., domains with magnetization appro
mately parallel to the field were entirely wiped out at 8
The second experiment@Fig. 6~b!# shows that rotation of the
magnetic field byDw5p/2 in the ~a,b! plane of the crystal
does not change the 9 GHz ESR spectrum at 77 K. In
case shown in the figure the sample was rotatedin situ. How-
ever, the same result was found at 75 GHz and 25 K wh
before rotation the crystal was heated to ambient temp
ture. The insensitivity of the spectrum to an interchange
the two principal axes is not a trivial observation. It show
that the amount of parallel and perpendicular domains is
same for the two equivalent directions of magnetic fie
although rotation of the crystal in a magnetic field rearran
the domain structure and local distortions are changed by
interchange of the principal axes. In a third experiment

FIG. 5. Angular dependence in the~a,b! plane of three of the
fine-structure resonance fields at 9 GHz and 77 K.w50 andw
545° correspond to magnetic field in theat5@100# t and @110# t

directions, respectively. Open symbols:HiM , full symbols:H'M .
~Between 30 and 45 degrees the splitting is not resolved!. Solid
lines are curves calculated using crystal-field parameters of Tab
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PRB 59 1181ANTIFERROMAGNETIC DOMAINS IN YBa2Cu3O61x . . .
showed that cooling the sample through the Ne´el tempera-
ture in a magnetic field does not affect the domain structu
The ESR spectra of the crystal at 9 GHz andT5125 K were
the same before and after cooling from 420 K in a magn
field of 1 T.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Magnetic structure of YBa2Cu3O61x

Below TN5420 K, the Ne´el temperature16 of pure
YBa2Cu3O61x , Cu21 ions form a simple square lattice A
order. Magnetic moments are oriented4 in the ~a,b! plane but
the full magnetic structure, and in particular the easy m
netization direction, has not been determined by neutron
fraction. 63,65Cu~1! NQR ~nuclear quadrupole resonanc!
shows17 that in pure YBa2Cu3O61x with small values ofx,
the order alongc is antiferromagnetic at all temperature
below TN . Small amounts of magnetic impurities substitu
ing nonmagnetic Cu~1! atoms@halfway between Cu~2!O2 AF
bilayers# change18 the order alongc at low temperatures. In
impure samples there is a transition5,18 in the interbilayer
order alongc from antiferromagnetic at higher temperatur
to ferromagnetic at lowT.

Our results show unambiguously that the easy magne
tion direction is along@100#. Anisotropic interactions be
tween Cu~2! magnetic moments oriented in the~a,b! plane
distort the tetragonal symmetry of the crystal. The anisotro
is intrinsic to the layers and arises mostly from anisotro
exchange~i.e., spin-orbit interactions!. In the square lattice

FIG. 6. Absence of magnetic hysteresis of the domain struct
~a! spectra at 75 GHz and 25 K are the same before~upper spec-
trum! and after~lower! M iH domains were wiped out at 8 T.~b!
spectra at 9 GHz and 77 K are unchanged by a rotation of
magnetic field by 90 degrees in the~a,b! plane. The upper and
lower spectra correspond to spectra with magnetic field along
two at directions fixed to the crystal. During the rotation of the fie
the domain structure is changed.
e.
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the magnetic dipolar interaction does not contribute to
in-plane anisotropy; in the distorted lattice, it may add to t
anisotropy.

As discussed above~Sec. III!, we attribute the anisotropy
of the shift in the~a,b! plane to the anisotropy of the spi
susceptibility of the AF bilayers. The low-temperature su
ceptibility along the easy magnetization direction of an an
ferromagnet is small. If we assume thatxa is negligible then
the resonance position of Gd31 without magnetic interactions
~Table II! is at aK51200 ppm. This agrees well with
abK51300 ppm measured10 in the ~a,b! plane of the high-
temperature superconductor, Gd:YBa2Cu3O7 well below Tc
where the spin susceptibility is also small. From the anis
ropy of the shift, DK5bK2aK5221506125 ppm, and
from Eq. ~3! we find xb2xa51.431024 emu/mole for the
anisotropy of the in-plane static magnetic susceptibility. T
coupling constant, GdA5215 ~emu/mole!21 has been
determined10 from a comparison of the static susceptibili
and Gd31 ESR shift measurements of YBa2Cu3O7 in the nor-
mal state.

With the assumption of two uncoupled 2D Heisenbe
antiferromagnetic Cu~2!O2 layers in a unit cell and using th
notation of Refs. 5 and 19 the static perpendicular susce
bility is

xb5ZxNA~gamB!2/~J0z!.

NA is the Avogadro number andz54 is the in-plane O co-
ordination number of Cu~2!. ga is the g factor of the Cu
moments alonga. Zx is the quantum renormalization facto
for the susceptibility. We obtain an unrenormalized value
J0u5240 meV with the assumptions ofga52.06 ~Ref. 20!
andZx51. The unrenormalized value obtained from inela
tic neutron diffraction is5 120 meV. Renormalization im-
proves the agreement between the two experimental val
A renormalization factor ofZx50.448, has been calculated19

for an isotropic two-dimensional~2D! Heisenberg antiferro-
magnet, the renormalized exchange energy isJ0
5108 meV. A much smaller renormalization factor
Zc51.158 has been found19 for the spin velocity. Both renor-
malization factors disregard the effect of intrabilayer e
change. The anisotropy of the shift in the~b,c! plane is four
times smaller than in the~a,b! plane~Fig. 7! and may arise
from an anisotropy in the spin susceptibility, in the coupli
constantGdA or in the g factor. The obvious reason for a
anisotropy of the spin susceptibility is the anisotropy of theg
factor. For Cu21 in various perovskite-type environment
typically Cuga52.06, Cugc52.26,20 and since the spin sus
ceptibility depends ong2 this alone may explain the 25%
difference betweenxb andxc .

In magnetic fields of 8 T applied along the@010# direction
both Ms and the principal axis of distortion are along th
unique@100# direction, i.e., perpendicular to the field in th
whole crystal. The distortion may be inferred from the hig
field spectra alone~i.e., without the observation of the do
main structure at lower fields!, since fits to the spectra with
field in the @010# and @001# directions are only consistent i
an orthorhombic term,b2

2, is taken into account. The ob
served orthorhombic distortion is related to magnetostrict
in the CuO2 plane and not to defects or oxygen chain fra
ments. We have not observed any orthorhombic distort

e.

e

e
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fixed to the lattice~e.g., due to oxygen chains or chain fra
ments!. Such a distortion would broaden or split the Gd31

lines at high fields as much as at low fields.
Crystal-field parameters are not related in a simple wa

the lattice parameters and we do not know whether the la
is contracted or elongated along the easy magnetization
rection. The ratio of the orthorhombic crystal-field parame
to the most important tetragonal parameter,b2

2/b2
050.038, is

small. This indicates that the lattice distortion is small and
may be difficult to observe it. Indeed, no orthorhombic d
tortion coupled to the AF magnetization has yet been
served by diffraction methods. Magnetostriction in antifer
magnetic Gd:La2CuO4 has been suggested to be the rea
for small deviations of Gd31 resonance fields from crysta
field theory.21

B. AF domain structure

In zero or small magnetic fields the single crystal brea
up into domains with perpendicularly oriented@100# easy
magnetization directions. This is an observation of magn
domains in the antiferromagnetic cuprates. The dom
structure is easily modified by applied magnetic fields.
the field is increasedMs rotates and tends to be perpendic
lar to the field. From the ESR spectra we cannot tell the s
of domains and domain walls nor whether domain walls
parallel or perpendicular to the~a,b! plane. We discuss be
low two very different scenarios:~i! mobile domain walls
perpendicular to the~a,b! plane, and~ii ! fixed domain walls
in the ~a,b! plane.

1. Magnetic domains separated by charged domain walls

Domain walls which separate domains within the~a,b!
plane may be formed by localized holes ordered within
CuO2 magnetic layers. The model is motivated by the su
gestion of Schultz22 for the ground state of a nearly hal
filled band antiferromagnet and by the observations by Tr
quadaet al.23 of magnetic ‘‘stripes’’ separated by charge

FIG. 7. Anisotropy of the Gd31 ESR shift in Gd:YBa2Cu3O61x.
The polar angleu50 corresponds toHic. u590 degrees corre
sponds toH in theat directions.HiM andH'M for u590 degrees
correspond to the shift in domains whereHia and Hib, respec-
tively. For u590 the shift anisotropy is proportional to the aniso
ropy of the spin susceptibility~see text!.
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domain walls in the La1.48Nd0.4Sr0.12CuO4 perovskite. The
existence of holes in the crystals due to a nonstochiome
oxygen concentration is a natural assumption.

A single hole introduced to the valence band is a mob
singlet24 which perturbs the antiferromagnetic pattern to lo
distances.25 Schultz22 suggested that the ground state of a 2
antiferromagnet in the Hubbard model close to half ba
filling is insulating in spite of the finite hole concentration.
this model commensurate antiferromagnetic domains
separated by walls where the phase of the magnetic o
parameter changes. Holes segregated into the domain w
have lower energy than mobile holes in the conduction ba
At higher hole concentrations the ground state is an inco
mensurate spin-density wave.

This model explains that the domain structure is an intr
sic property of the crystal and is independent of thermal
magnetic history. The stability of the charge transfer to
CuO2 planes assures that although domain walls formed
holes may be rearranged, they cannot bedestroyedby a mag-
netic field. Temperature does not affect the charge tran
and we expect that domain walls formed by holes exist up
the Néel temperature. Indeed, we have observed no cha
up to 150 K in the ratio of the two types of domains.~Gd31

lines are lifetime broadened above 150 K and we cannot
the temperature up to which the domain structure exis!.
Below TN a gradual inhomogeneous increase of the89Y
NMR linewidth has been observed,11 which we relate to the
development of a small inhomogeneous distortion of
magnetic structure as domain walls become static.

The above idea assumes that magnetic domain walls~soli-
ton walls! are easily moved by a magnetic field. Domai
with Ms parallel to the field diminish and perpendicular d
mains increase in an increasing magnetic field. Long-ra
Coulomb forces between domain walls present a serious
ficulty for the interpretation since domain walls of the typ
described by Schultz are densely charged. The charge a
atoms along the wall would make the structure extrem
rigid. Thus, for the above picture to be valid the charge
the walls must be redistributed into a quasihomogene
background by polarization of some other electrons.

Localization of holes and their ordering into walls is n
in contradiction with other local measurements. Delocaliz
nonmagnetic holes would decrease the magnetic mome
all Cu~2! sites asx is increased. In contrast, for most of th
Cu~2! atoms, no change of the magnetic moment with
0.2% has been observed26 by zero field 63,65Cu NMR for
oxygen concentrations less thanx50.2. For higherx the
number of Cu~2! atoms with full moment decreases rapidl
mSR experiments27 also show little change of the Cu~2! mo-
ment withx in the range of 0,x,0.2. This indicates that the
number of atoms in domain walls becomes comparable to
number of atoms in commensurate regions at aboutx50.2.

2. Domains separated by defective (a,b) planes

In an alternative model, defective~a,b! planes divide the
crystal into large sections of antiferromagnetic material w
no further structural defects. Nonmagnetic layers with exc
oxygen ordered into Cu~1!-O chains may form the dividing
planes. Although we have no direct evidence for such lay
this model explains all observations with reasonable par
eters.
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Ms is homogeneous in the~a,b! plane, it lies in this plane
but it may rotate around thec direction.w i denotes the angle
of rotation from the@100# direction in thei th bilayer. Except
for the immediate vicinity of the defect planes, the energy
the spin system is

E5Nb(
i

@2J2cos~w i2w i 11!2~DxH2/2Na!

3sin2~w i !1Kasin~4w i !#, ~7!

where Nb is the number of Cu~2! ions per bilayer,J2 the
interbilayer exchange energy,Dx5xb2xa is the anisotropy
of the antiferromagnetic spin susceptibility,Na is the
Avogadro number, andKa is the fourfold anisotropy energ
~related to the distortion!. The defect planes represent a loc
twofold anisotropy, they fix the direction of the orthorhom
bic distortion in their vicinity and thus pin the easy magn
tization direction. We assume a strong pinning at the de
planes, which is taken into account as a boundary condi
for the minimization of Eq.~7!. The orientation of the bor-
dering defect planes affectsw i . Without an applied field,Ms
is oriented uniformly along one or the other possiblea direc-
tions in some isolated sections, while in others, it has
rotate aroundc with a p/2 or p twist to accommodate for the
pinning at the two bordering defect planes. In an appl
magnetic fieldH, Zeeman energy is gained by the rotation
Ms and twists appear in the originally homogeneou
magnetized sections, and in the others the already exis
twists get distorted. Anisotropy makes the twists shar
since regions withw'p/4 are unfavorable. At small field
the fine-structure lines are split in two, correspondi
to regions with Ms oriented alongw'0 and w'p/2.
At high fieldsMs is perpendicular to the field almost ever
where.

Figure 8 demonstrates the change of the domain struc
with magnetic field for an average section lengthl of the
order of 100 lattice constantsc0 . The figure shows simulate
fine-structure line shapes for a section with ap/2 twist and
with field applied along@100# and @010# at the two pinning
layers, respectively.~Sections with ap/2 twist have the same
line shapes as sections with ap or a field-inducedp twist in
this geometry!. We calculatedw i from a continuum approxi-
mation of Eq. ~7!, from which the number of spins with
givenw, dn/dw can be derived analytically. To simulate th
ESR line shape, one has to know the variation of the crys
field parameters as a function ofw. For simplicity, we as-
sumed that the orthorhombic distortion rotates withMs and
its magnitude is independent ofw. Spectra with high fields in
the @110# direction support this idea. Using this assumptio
the shift of the Gd31 resonance frequency i
Dv r5Bb2

2 cos 2w1GdAxgH sin2w whereB is a numerical
factor which depends on the transition chosen. We con
luted the line with a Lorentzian with a width of 2 mT t
simulate the natural linewidth. In the simulation of Fig.
xb2xa51.431024 emu/mole, J251021 K, ~Ref. 5! and
section length, l 570c0 . The anisotropy energy,Ka
51023 K, is chosen so that for layers withMs turned w
5p/4 from the easy direction, the Zeeman energy gain
H58 T is about balanced by the loss due to magnetos
tion. With these parameters the magnetic-field depende
f
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follows well the observations forH alongat . The component
of the line corresponding tow'0 decreases as field increas
to H50.3 T and is nearly completely wiped out at 8 T. A
though we have not performed full line-shape simulations
H along @110#, dn/dw may be calculated for this case als
In agreement with observation, the value ofKa51023 K en-
sures that forH58 T along @110#, Ms is far from being
rotated perpendicular to the field in most of the section. T
model does not rule out hysteresis for a magnetic-field cy
in general, but for the parameters of Fig. 8 no hystere
occurs.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Using Gd31 spin resonance at several frequencies in h
quality Gd:YBa2Cu3O61x single crystals we determined th
anisotropic spin susceptibility of the antiferromagnetic Cu2

layers. We discussed the difference between thec hard-axis
anda easy-axis susceptibilities in terms of a Heisenberg
tiferromagnet. The need to include orthorhombic crystal-fi
parameters in the analysis is a clear evidence for a distor
of the tetragonal symmetry. The distortion depends on
orientation of the sublattice magnetization,Ms . Thus the
distortion is a result of an intrinsic magnetostriction and
not caused by imperfections or oxygen chains in the Cu~1!
layers. Magnetostriction may be important for antiferroma
netic fluctuations in the related hole-doped superconduct
An antiferromagnetic domain structure is observed. Unfor
nately we cannot tell from the experiment the orientati
and separation of domain walls. A model of charg
domain walls—inspired by recent evidence for ‘‘stripes

FIG. 8. Comparison of experimental line shapes with a simu
tion using the model of sublattice magnetization pinned to defec
~a,b! planes separated by 70 lattice constants alongc. Parameters of
the simulation are given in the text. The experimental spectral li
are sections of spectra shown in Figs. 2~a!–2~c!.
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of charged and magnetic domains—fails to explain
sensitivity of the domain structure to external magne
fields. A very different model which assumes that pure a
ferromagnetic sections are interrupted by defective layer
the ~a,b! plane, qualitatively explains the magnetic-field d
pendence.
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